How is routinely-collected health data used to investigate the impact of
automatic cognitive processes on healthcare professional behaviour?
A scoping review
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➢ Translating knowledge into practice involves
healthcare professionals changing their behaviour
➢ Behaviour is guided by two cognitive systems:
deliberative, and automatic (e.g. habits, heuristics)1
➢ KT interventions often focus on the deliberative
system, e.g. educational meetings that require
attendees to integrate lessons into practice2

Results
➢ Searches identified 17,696 unique records
➢ Title/abstract screening is nearing completion
➢ Below we describe relevant studies identified so far as case study examples

Case study examples
1. Availability heuristic

➢ Habits and heuristics are likely important targets for
KT interventions, but are difficult to study

Tendency to assess likelihood of an event based on ease with which previous
occurrences come to mind, rather than on established probabilities

➢ Data gathered as part of routine healthcare, such as
electronic medical record data, can provide a new
window into these processes

➢ Billing claims data

Methods
➢ We are conducting a scoping review3 to map the
ways in which routine data has been used to
investigate the impact of automatic processes on
clinical practice

➢ Compared Afib patients treated by same
physicians before & after another Afib
patient experienced rare adverse event
(major bleeding event linked with warfarin)
➢ Patients less likely to receive appropriate
care (warfarin prescription) after

2. Representativeness heuristic
Tendency to classify event into a category based on how typical it is of the category

➢ Reviewed electronic medical records of
patients with moderate-to-severe injuries

https://osf.io/n7ug4

➢ Most patients did not present with
representative characteristics, and those
without were less likely to be
appropriately transferred
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Clinical contexts (setting, provider and
patients, clinical behaviours), methods
(data sources, analysis procedure),
automatic processes investigated,
outcomes, results
Detailed descriptive and narrative
summary of included studies, informed by
qualitative content analysis techniques

3. Decision fatigue
Depletion of abilities to engage in deliberative processes over time,
leads to reliance on automatic processes
➢ Electronic health records,
appointment scheduling information
➢ Likelihood of opioid prescribing
increased as workday progressed
➢ Consistent with cognitive fatigue
limiting capacity to make effortful
decisions around reducing opioids

Conclusions
➢ Capitalizing on existing routine data provides the opportunity to explore
impacts of automatic processes on real-world clinical behaviour of large
groups of healthcare professionals
➢ Review results will support the generation of new hypotheses and help guide
the prioritization of next steps for future research
➢ Further work may ultimately support the development of novel or adapted KT
interventions to target these processes as routes to improving quality of care
(as in the example provided)

➢ Experts agreed characteristics of
“representative” trauma cases
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Informing KT interventions

➢ Video game using patient stories to
‘recalibrate’ representativeness
heuristic was more effective than
didactic education app in improving
triage decisions in virtual simulation
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